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This is a 
family history

Design changes and ZAGAS adapts itself, 
remaining faithful to its knowledge and the 
legacy inherited after more than 70 years of 
experience. This is a family history and one 
of intense wisdom and craftsmanship. 

We believe in the singular, in the product 
thought and designed in a particular way 
with exclusive execution details, and in the 
plural, by the multifaceted character of our proposals. 
Each piece portrays the acquired 
know-how and the responsibility of elevating 
the noblest materials, continuously aware of 
the social and environmental commitment accepted 
by the brand. 

Learn more at www.zagas.pt



About Everest Collection

ZAGAS’ deep connection to nature is rooted in its over 70-year history. 
From the materials used in the brand’s iconic collections, to the design inspirations 

behind their timeless pieces: the great outdoors is a key figure to ZAGAS’ brand identity. 
The Everest furniture collection aims to recreate the natural beauty of one of 

the worlds’ most astounding creations. 

From the first moment ZAGAS had the vision for this collection, the brand knew 
it was something special. Its appeal is in the contrast of textures and materials, 

creating a unique finish to any modern space.
 

Everest 
collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/products/?codcolection=everest&colection=Everest


Harbour Swivel Side Chair, W/Casters, Colline 568,
by Norm Architects /Snaregade Dining Table, Rectangular, 
Black/Charcoal. Linoleum, by Norm Architects

Everest Sideboard: structure in 72 smoked oak color; 
facade in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. 

Sideboard
wooden facade

The Everest Sideboard is designed to endure beyond trends, house moves and life changes. 
A modern yet beautifully simple design, that highlights great craftsmanship through its 

overlaid wooden facade. The use of iron and ceramic, as well as the LED system, upgrades 
the look of the design, adding another level of sophistication. The storage piece is 

available in two different sizes, to perfectly accommodate your needs. 

Four doors, LED on the top and ceramic on one of the doors. 
Two wood shelves, one on each side. Iron feet.

 

Sideboard
↔ 205   ↗ 48,5   ↕ 86 cm

EVE802 

Sideboard
↔ 220   ↗ 48,5   ↕ 86 cm

EVE803 

Sideboard Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/aparador-4-portas-everest/?vh=20230214144934
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/aparador-4-portas-everest/?vh=20230214144934
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/aparador-4-portas-everest/?vh=20230214144934
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Everest Tall Display Cabinet: structure in 72 smoked oak color; 
facade in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. 
Everest Sideboard: structure in 72 smoked oak color; 
facade in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. 
Everest Coffee Table in 72 smoked oak color and bronze marron iron. 

Sideboard  Everest CollectionSideboard Everest Collection

https://www.zagas.pt/products/?codcolection=everest&colection=Everest


Conceal and storage your home goods 
in an unexpected way.  
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-centro-c-tampo-elevatorio-everest/?vh=20230214144934


Coffee Table
unravel its intricacies 

The coffee table is an indispensable furniture design in modern homes. 
A wood coffee table adds warmth to a space, as is the case with the one featured 

in the Everest furniture collection. At first glance, it is a simple and classic design, 
crafted in high-quality materials and a clean aesthetic. However, once you unravel 

its intricacies, one discovers that the lift tops allow it to conceal and storage 
your home goods in an unexpected way.  

Lifting tops, with choice of side (right or left). Iron legs. 

Coffee Table
↔ 136,6   ↗ 80,4   ↕ 37,1 cm

EVE401D ; EVE401G

Coffee Table Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-centro-c-tampo-elevatorio-everest/?vh=20230214144934
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-centro-c-tampo-elevatorio-everest/?vh=20230214144934


Everest Large TV Cabinet: structure in 73 gold oak; facade in 
73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; bronze marron iron. 
Everest Coffee Table in 73 gold oak and gris graphite iron. 

Coffee Table  Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-centro-c-tampo-elevatorio-everest/?vh=20230214144934
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-centro-c-tampo-elevatorio-everest/?vh=20230214144934


Everest Tall Display Cabinet: structure in 72 smoked oak color; 
facade in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. 

Display Cabinet 
effortless showcase

This modern storage design works effortlessly in any setting. 
Crafted for durability, functionality and beauty, the Everest Display Cabinet offers 

contemporary options for displaying your décor items, visible through a glass door, as 
well as also doubling as an elegant storage piece, holding your home goods behind the 

overlaid wooden door. The LED system on the top and the interiors highlight the stylish 
finishes of this exquisite display cabinet. 

Display Cabinet: one wood and one glass doors, LED on the top 
and interiors. Two wood and two glass shelves. 

 
 Tall Display Cabinet: two wood and one glass doors, LED on the top 

and interiors. Three wood and three glass shelves. 

Display Cabinet
↔ 110   ↗ 42,5   ↕ 125 cm

EVE002 

Tall Display Cabinet
↔ 110   ↗ 42,5   ↕ 164 cm

EVE001 

Display Cabinet Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/vitrine-everest/?vh=20230214144647
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/vitrine-alta-everest/?vh=20230214144903
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/vitrine-alta-everest/?vh=20230214144903


Everest Display Cabinet: structure in 73 gold oak; facade in 
73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron.

Display Cabinet Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/vitrine-everest/?vh=20230214144934
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/vitrine-everest/?vh=20230214144934


Harbour Swivel Side Chair, W/Casters, Colline 568,
by Norm Architects /Snaregade Dining Table, Rectangular, 
Black/Charcoal. Linoleum, by Norm ArchitectsEverest Large TV Cabinet: structure in 73 gold oak; facade in 73 gold oak; 

kelya ceramic; bronze marron iron. Cloud Armchair in 72 smoked oak 
color and scala nata fabric (ref: C104830).  

TV Cabinet
overlaid wooden doors

The TV Cabinet should be in accordance with the entire surrounding environment and, 
therefore, should be chosen with attention to the best materials. The Everest TV Cabinet 
features a modern style with two size options, to best adapt to your needs. The iron feet 

influence the elegance of the piece. The characteristic overlaid wooden doors mixes 
perfectly with the ceramic drawers and LED highlights. 

TV Cabinet: one door, two drawers with ceramic and a niche, 
LED on top. One shelf behind the door.  

 
Large TV Cabinet: two doors, two drawers with ceramic and a niche, 

LED on top. One shelf behind the doors. 

 

TV Cabinet
↔ 166   ↗ 45   ↕ 60 cm

EVE501 

Large TV Cabinet
↔ 220   ↗ 45   ↕ 60 cm

EVE502 

TV Cabinet Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/movel-tv-everest/?vh=20230214144647
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/movel-tv-grande-everest/?vh=20230214144647
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/movel-tv-grande-everest/?vh=20230214144647


Everest Large TV Cabinet: structure in 73 gold oak; 
facade in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; bronze marron iron. 
Everest Coffee Table in 73 gold oak and gris graphite iron. 

TV Cabinet Everest Collection
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Everest TV Cabinet: structure in 72 smoked oak color; 
facade in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. 

TV Cabinet Everest Collection
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https://zagas.pt/prd/movel-tv-everest/?vh=20230214150234
https://zagas.pt/prd/movel-tv-everest/?vh=20230214150234


Everest Hallstand in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. 

Hallstand 
for a functional entryway

The Everest Hallstand sober style, makes it the ideal companion in any practical corridor. 
It has everything one could ask for when looking for a way to upgrade the entryway: 

a spacious storage cabinet, compartments for your shoes’ storage 
and a stylish coat rack with a mirror. 

One door with ceramic and one mirror. 
One shelf behind the door. Four hooks. Iron feet.  

 

Hallstand
↔ 122   ↗ 37,4   ↕ 180 cm

EVE910 

Hallstand Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/bengaleiro-everest/?vh=20230214144607
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/bengaleiro-everest/?vh=20230214144607


Everest Hallstand in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. 

Hallstand Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/bengaleiro-everest/?vh=20230214144607
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/bengaleiro-everest/?vh=20230214144607


Dining Table
the choice for large gatherings

A classic design with modern details. The shape of the table expresses a complicated 
simplicity with geometric forms. With an extensible top, the table offers plenty of space 

for large gatherings. The Everest Dining Table can be bought in a variety of colors, 
finishes and material combinations. 

Solid oak legs and oak veneer top. Optional ceramic tops. 
Extensible on all size versions. 

 

Extensible Dining Table
↔ 180 (extra 52cm)   ↗ 99,5   ↕ 77

↔ 200 (extra 52cm)   ↗ 99,5   ↕ 77

↔ 220 (extra 52cm)   ↗ 99,5   ↕ 77

TAB750; TAB750C; TAB751; 

TAB751C; TAB752; TAB752C 

Dining Table Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-jantar-extensivel-everest1/?vh=20230214143705
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-jantar-extensivel-everest1/?vh=20230214143705
https://zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-jantar-extensivel-everest1/?vh=20230214150234


Everest Sideboard: structure in 72 smoked oak color; facade in 73 gold oak; 
kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. Everest Extensible Dining Table in 73 gold oak and 
kelya ceramic. Juno Dining Chair in 73 gold oak and paris teja fabric (ref: C105094). 

Dining Table Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/juno/?vh=20230214143729
https://www.zagas.pt/products/?codcolection=everest&colection=Everest


Dining Table Everest Collection

Juno Dining Chair in 73 gold oak and paris teja fabric (ref: C105094).
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-jantar-extensivel-everest1/?vh=20230214143515
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/juno/?vh=20230214143729


Finishes
Everest Collection

ZAGAS believes in delivering products of excellence, through manual production with 
optimized traditional techniques and the use of premium materials to ensure moments 
of comfort and quality. Each piece of ZAGAS furniture design is finished with carefully 

selected materials. The result is a beautiful and unique piece. 

Customize it to your liking. 
Choose the material, color or texture. 

Bring your spaces to life! 

71 Natural Oak 72 Smoked 
Oak color

73 Gold Oak
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Wood

Maintenance

Due to its natural origin, wood varies from 
furniture to furniture due to differences in 
its veins and tonality. Use a dry flannel or 
soft bristle brushes to remove dust. For more 
thorough cleaning, use a damp cloth with 
natural pH neutral soap. Finally, wipe with a 
dry flannel. Do not use furniture polish.

Ceramic

Maintenance

Use a slightly damp cloth to clean as needed. 
Wipe dry. Avoid using abrasive cleaners, 
chemical solvents, strong detergents, cleaners 
with bleach, and furniture polish. Despite its 
durability, we recommend the use of trivets, 
coasters, placemats and adhesive felt pads to 
help prevent scratches. 

Iron

Maintenance

These surfaces should only be washed with 
warm water and pH neutral liquid detergent 
and then rinsed under running water to 
maintain the attractive appearance of the 
initial paint. The use of abrasive cleaning 
agents is not recommended, nor the use of 
organic solvents. 

Ankara
Gloss

Noir 
Texturé

Imperial
Gloss

Gris Graphite

LX5

Marbre Noir 
Mate

Bronze 
Marron

Kelya

Marbre Blanc 
Mate

Cuarzo Reno 
Gloss

Blanc

Laurent
Florim Gloss

Finishes Everest Collection
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Tall Display Cabinet
EVE001

TV Cabinet
EVE501

Display Cabinet
EVE002

Large Tv Cabinet
EVE502

Coffee Table Lift Top
EVE401D; EVE401G

Hallstand
EVE910

Measurements

Measurements

Measurements

Measurements

Measurements

Measurements

Materials

Materials

Materials

Materials

Materials

Materials

L. 110 cm | 43,3” 
W. 42,5 cm | 16,7”
H. 164 cm | 64,6”  

L. 166 cm | 65,4” 
W. 45 cm | 17,7”  
H. 60 cm | 23,6” 

L. 136,6 cm | 53,8” 
W. 80,4 cm | 31,7” 
H. 37,1 cm | 14,6”  

L. 122 cm | 48” 
W. 37,4 cm | 14,7”  
H. 180 cm | 70,9”  

L. 110 cm | 43,3” 
W. 42,5 cm | 16,7”
H. 125 cm | 49,2”  

L. 220 cm | 86,6” 
W. 45 cm | 17,7”  
H. 60 cm | 23,6” 

Wood; Ceramic
Iron; Glass; LED

Wood; Ceramic
Iron; LED

Wood
Iron

Wood; Ceramic
Iron; Mirror

Wood; Ceramic
Iron; Glass; LED

Wood; Ceramic
Iron; LED

Sideboard
EVE802

Extensible Dining Table
TAB750; TAB751; TAB752; TAB750C; TAB751C; TAB752C

Sideboard
EVE803 

Measurements

Measurements

Measurements

Materials

Materials

Materials

L. 205 cm | 80,7” 
W. 48,5 cm | 19,1”  
H. 86 cm | 33,9” 

L. 180 cm | 70,9”  
W. 99,5 cm | 39,2”  
H. 77 cm | 30,3” 

L. 200 cm | 78,7”  
W. 99,5 cm | 39,2”  
H. 77 cm | 30,3” 

L. 220 cm | 86,6”  
W. 99,5 cm | 39,2”   
H. 77 cm | 30,3” 

L. 220 cm | 86,6” 
W. 48,5 cm | 19,1”  
H. 86 cm | 33,9” 

Wood; Ceramic
Iron; LED

Option 1
Wood 

Option 2
Wood; Ceramic

Wood; Ceramic
Iron; LED

Index Products Everest Collection
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https://www.zagas.pt/prd/aparador-4-portas-everest/?vh=20230214143222
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/aparador-4-portas-everest/?vh=20230214143222
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-jantar-extensivel-everest1/?vh=20230214143420
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-jantar-extensivel-everest1/?vh=20230214143420
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/mesa-de-centro-c-tampo-elevatorio-everest/?vh=20230214143455
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/vitrine-everest/?vh=20230214143515
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/vitrine-alta-everest/?vh=20230214143515
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/movel-tv-everest/?vh=20230214143515
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/movel-tv-grande-everest/?vh=20230214143515
https://www.zagas.pt/prd/bengaleiro-everest/?vh=20230214143515


Everest Tall Display Cabinet: structure in 72 smoked oak color; facade in 73 gold oak; kelya ceramic; 
gris graphite iron. Everest Sideboard: structure in 72 smoked oak color; facade in 73 gold oak; 
kelya ceramic; gris graphite iron. Everest Extensible Dining Table in 73 gold oak and kelya ceramic. 
Juno Dining Chair in 73 gold oak and paris teja fabric (ref: ref: C105094). 
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https://zagas.pt/products/?codcolection=everest&colection=Everest


AEF MEUBLES
Rua Rainha Santa Teresa, 467

4580-652 Vilela

Paredes, Portugal 

Downloads
Find more informations, product 

sheets, packshoots and much more 

on our website or at press@zagas.pt

Join Us
Sign up to our newsletter or 

follow us on social media to stay 

updated on new product releases,

events and more.

www.zagas.pt

facebook.com/zagasfurniture

linkedin.com/company/zagas

@zagasfurniture

Photography
Pedro Machado

Location
Mouco Hotel - Stay Listen & Play

Creative Direction and Styling
Rosana Sousa e Sofia De=Francesco

Graphic Design
Sofia De=Francesco

There may be variation between the color of the 

images and the actual colors, along with other 

changes to the collection. 

Copyright © 2023 Inês Neves / ZAGAS 

All Rights Reserved © 02-2023 AEF MEUBLES

Follow the 
next chapters...

We are honored to invite you to 
follow the unfolding of our history 
on social media.

www.zagas.pt
facebook.com/zagasfurniture
linkedin.com/company/zagas
@zagasfurniture

https://www.instagram.com/zagasfurniture/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zagas/
https://www.facebook.com/zagasfurniture/
https://pedromachado.photography/
https://moucohotel.pt/
https://www.facebook.com/zagasfurniture/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/zagas/
https://www.instagram.com/zagasfurniture/
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